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About This Content

Allows you to change the battle music to tracks from Devil May Cry 4. Use the Gallery > Jukebox option to change music
(available after starting mission 2).

Track 1: The Time Has Come (Nero battle theme)
Track 2: Lock and Load -Blackened Angel mix- (Dante battle theme)

Track 3: Sworn Through Swords (Berial boss battle theme)
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Title: Devil May Cry 5 - DMC4 Battle Track 3-Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space

Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Game controls are terrible. People will argue the game play doesn't require in depth controls, but reality is the game plays the
way it does out of laziness and could have been a lot better. I just want to wrestle, not spend hours upon hours just learning how
to strike someone. As much as I hate to say it just get WWE2k, sadly, it's a better series.. It is S.T.A.L.K.E.R,a masterpiece of a
game with a strong atmosphere and a lot of eerie places and even beings that will make you question if you're having a
nightmare.But no comrade,welcome to The Zone.. Pretty simple fun game. Sounds get quite reppetitive and obnoxious and it
would certainly help if there was a mouse sensitivity slider. I can barely play the game because the ingame sensitivity is too high
for my mouse.

Playstyle while leaning feels weird when you turn. I can see how it was programmed but I'm certain there is a better way around
that! (Looking at you dev). This game is fun as hell. Blitzkrieg could use some balancing though but its still fun. Especially with
more people.. What a pile of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this DLC is. There are four fights total in the
entirety of this DLC, all of which are only hard in a really lazy way (tons of enemies thrown at you, no magicks except for
revive and haste). Not only that, but 2\/3 times the last fight crashes for no reason. 1\/10. Definitely not worth \u00a33. Bad
game that barely gives you any indication of how it's meant to be played. Books fall down continuously in two columns on the
screen, and you're supposed to click and drag them to sort them. It hardly ever works, and you often lose within the first few
minutes of playing. Something more than a few second long video of someone playing to act as a tutorial would've been nice.
Definitely pass.. This game, (For those of you who don't know) was and still is a mobile game. It was ported, but it got updates
to it so you can keybind and all that goodness. I do sort of like it, but I wouldn't play through all 25 levels unless it was the only
game I had installed and had no internet. The controls are a bit clunky when turning because it turns you SO for over that you
can sometimes crash into a tree without going very far up first. To go straight up, you have to press your laft and right buttons at
the same time. The shooting is a little odd felling if you have your keys binded to for right on your keyboard, unless you have
auto mode on. I give this game a 5/10 because I kind of want a refund. (ERGH STEAM). Mesmerizing.
I was going to play for about half an hour,
but didn't realize I've already spent more than 3 hours playing this game.. It is one of my go-to VR showcasing experiences!. My
young son and I have just started playing this, it has calming music and play that encourages him to be still. I'm looking forward
to playing it more.
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I really like this game. Post depression New York with noir theme is quite unique. Main hero is private detective with drinking
problem. His main goal is to survive in city where everyone is corrupted. Overall the atmosphere is immersive. First couple of
hours I had fun solving puzzles, interrogating people and exploring environments. Plot was nice and it makes sense.

But then it started to get ridiculous. Introducing of paranormal events killed it for me. Last third of the game was boring, the
same over and over again. There is even no real ending in the game. Apparently Face Noir II is coming, but I have no intention
to play the sequel.
. Tried to get an achievement that you either get by playing the game for a while or work together with friends to get. Almost
got the achievement if it weren't for a friend ending the game.

10\/10 would disown friend again.. Another good game for customizing profiles, here you can find all letters and numbers in
both white and black (more ahead) to do some cool showcases in your profile.. Good Time killer. I can't believe they charge $25
STANDARD for this junk, It should be on sale for $.99 at MOST just to allow people to gamble and see if it MIGHT work. I
just installed it and none of the tests work, all give me errors that bring up nothing on google or their website. It's pretty pathetic
when a free version of something works better than the paid one. Disgusting.. Cant play it in windows 10. Graphics seems
glithed and at the startup of the game it say: want to call your profile or something and cant press ok. Can only press cross but
that doesnt do anything.. It's a really good game, it has good graphics, good story, and characters. Definitely recommend playing
this game.. I think they made this point-and-click game as hard as possible and didn't include a hint button. It seems to be aimed
at a more mature audience than the books - your character can die (and does, often). Most of the fans of this franchise are
probably grown ups now so that was a good choice. I liked the challenge and nostalgia.
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